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EXTERIOR- OUTSIDE HOUSE, EVENING

A tall man, 6ft, dressed all in black is running out of a 
house and into a car which is parked on the side of the road.

INTERIOR- DELL'S HOUSE, EVENING

The morning after the incident two policemen are standing at 
the door of Dell's house. Dell, 46, a tall rough-looking 
bloke. Lewis aged 20, good-looking with brown and hair brown 
eyes is sitting at the breakfast table waiting to hear the 
update on his grandfather.

POLICE OFFICER 2 (VO)
We've got the whole team working on 
this and are trying to get to the 
bottom of who it was?

POLICE OFFICER 1 (VO)
Do you know anyone who was aware Mr. 
Smith had this watch in his 
possession?

DELL
Not that I know of he was a very 
secretive man with not many friends.

POLICE OFFICER 2 (VO)
Okay, we will continue with our search 
teams and update you if we have any 
news.

DELL
Great, thank you so much.

Dell comes walking over to the breakfast table.

LEWIS
Dad, why would someone steal grandpas 
watch?

DELL
Because his watch is worth a lot of 
money son, it was an original from 
Switzerland there were only five made 
in the world, and your Grandad had one 
of them.

LEWIS
Wow, that's crazy. I can't believe 
someones stole it...
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DELL
(long pause)

Me neither. We should probably get 
going, I'll take you back to your 
mum's.

Dell pulls out a pouch of tobacco alongside green rizler 
papers and rolls a cigarette.

DELL
I'll wait outside.

INTERIOR- LEWIS'S BEDROOM, EVENING

lewis is sitting on the edge of his bed, and then his mother 
knocks on the door and walks in.

MUM
Hi darling how are you feeling

LEWIS
I've been better

Lewis's mum sits on next to him

MUM
well, you know Grandads special watch?

LEWIS
yes the one that got stolen

MUM
your grandad wrote in his will that it 
was yours. He loved you so so much.

LEWIS
really

MUM

(smiles)

yeah, you were always his favorite, 
ill be downstairs if you need me.

Lewis quickly hops onto his computer and searches the brand 
and make of his grandfather's watch. He browses the internet 
for a while.
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He comes across the same make and brand of his grandfather's 
watch on this website called sell for cash priced at 
£500,000.00. The seller says he's based in Winchester. He 
clicks on it and starts a conversation with the seller.

LEWIS (ONLINE)
Hi, is this watch the real deal?

SELLER (ONLINE)
Hi there, it certainly is. Made in 
Switzerland one of 5 ever made.

LEWIS (ONLINE)
That's incredible! I've been trying to 
get my hands on one of these?

SELLER (ONLINE)
Are you interested in buying this one?

LEWIS (ONLINE)
I am indeed, however, would it be okay 
if I saw it in person first?

SELLER (ONLINE)
Yes, that's fine. I'm just checking 
you have all the finances set up.

lewis looks worried and concerned as he replies

LEWIS (ONLINE)
Yep, I do I would just like to see it 
in person before negotiating anything 
further.

SELLER (ONLINE)
okay, are you free tomorrow midday?

LEWIS (ONLINE)
yes.

SELLER (ONLINE)
Do you know where Southampton docks 
are?

LEWIS (ONLINE)
Yes, shall I meet you there?

SELLER (ONLINE)
Yes tomorrow at 12:30PM, Southampton 
docks.
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Lewis shuts his laptop and the screen fades to black.

EXTERIOR- THE DOCKS, MIDDAY

Voice over of seagulls and dock ambiance.

It's a bright sunny day Lewis is standing looking around with 
his phone in his hand at Southampton docks. He takes a seat 
on a bench nearby.

LEWIS (ONLINE)
Hiya, I'm by the docks are you almost 
here.

The seller takes a while to reply until finally, he does.

SELLER (ONLINE)
Hi, yes. If you come to the ice cream 
shop called 'jollys' I'm standing here 
in a navy suit.

Lewis notices the back of the ice cream shop and makes his 
way over. The seller in a navy suit holding a box is stood 
with his back turned. Lewis approaches him and taps him on 
the shoulder. The seller turns around.

LEWIS
Dad?...

                                               FADE TO BLACK: 


